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Project frame

- We observe an increasing interest in the application of machine learning techniques in 
the industry.

- In this work, we benchmarked advanced neural network algorithms against standard 
probabilistic lithology classifications from seismic data, to understand their benefits 
and limitations, and to check which approach works best under which circumstance.

- For demonstration, open access data have been used 
(https://terranubis.com/datainfo/Netherlands-Offshore-F3-Block-Complete )

- 4 wells., 180 km2 3D, PSTM angle stacks with central angle at 8,18,28 degrees 

- Analysis focused on Tertiary level
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Example of the generalized model of a clastic clinoform complex

Model of the Priobskoye (А) 
and Prirazlomnoye (B) clinoforms

1-sandstones; 
2-siltstones; 
3-interlayered siltstones and shales; 
4-shales; 
5 – shelf edge position for each of the 
reservoir sequences; 
А, B, С - sequences; 
Numbers – sand bodies

1,2,3,4 – shelf, 
4а,5а,6а – basin floor, 
5,6 – slope position

From: I.M.Kos, A.A.Polyakov, V.N.Koloskov, 
E.B.Bespalova: Geol.-geophys. evaluation of the 

hydrocarbon potential of the Neocomian section,
Sakhalin license block (W.Siberia). Oil & Gas 

Geology 2004/02 (in russ.)

A

B
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Volume fractions:

Sandstone

Siltstone

Shale

Well log interpretation – volume fractions
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Cluster analysis, electrofacies (EFAC) from well log data

Upscaling into “super classes”

15 classes 3 classes
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Petrophysics output

Well 1                                          Well 6                                             Well 2                                           Well 4
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Seismic data preconditioning

Detailed velocity model

Optimization of angle stack ranges

Incoherent noise removal

Residual multiple elimination

Residual NMO

Spectral enhancement 

Spectral Offset balancing

Random noise attenuation
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Seismic data preconditioning
Example: Dip steered enhancement for random noise suppression

Near angle stack Mid angle stack Far angle stack

before

after

difference

before

after

difference

before

after

difference
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before after: Mid and Far angle stacks are better aligned

Seismic data preconditioning
Example: Dip steered enhancement for random noise suppression
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Background model from interpolated, smoothed well data

15

(shown here: acoustic impedance; same applied for shear impedance)

AVA inversion
Low frequency model building
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AVA inversion result 
P Impedance

Sandstones with lower values, shales with higher values
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AVA inversion result
Vp/Vs ratio

Sandstones with lower values, shales with higher values
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Seismic Synthetic Residuals

Near

Far

Mid
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AVA inversion result
QC
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Probabilistic rock physics model from well data

Probability-density functions 
for lithotypes from well data

Shale
Siltstone
Sandstone
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Lithotype probabilities
(Bayesian classification)

Shale
Siltstone
Sandstone

(brighter colour = higher probability)
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w6w1 w2 w4

Lithotype probabilities
(Bayesian classification)

(brighter colour = higher probability)
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Probabilistic lithoseismic classification

- For surveys with limited well data input – when there is not enough data to train a 
neural network properly – the probabilistic classification of lithotypes from seismic 
data works best  

- We have the possibility to extend the expected lithotypes beyond the types 
encountered in the well (a priori geological information)

- We can extrapolate the rock physics parameters, the quality of the well tie is not 
crucial.

- Rock physics model and inversion results have to be properly scaled (time 
consuming).

- Only pairs of elastic properties can be used for classification (AI-Vp/Vs, LRHO-MRHO, 
E-PR). This is a limitation especially in settings with a significant overlap of rock 
properties between the lithotypes.

- The level of detail of the prediction results is limited by the seismic frequencies.
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Neural network training at well locations
Any number of training attributes can be used, incl. prestack data

Well 1

Well 4 Well 6

Well 2
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Well 1

Well 4

Well 2

Well 6

Neural network classification at well locations
QC process for iterative  selection of best input attributes
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Lithotype probabilities
(DNNA rock type classification)

(brighter colour = higher probability)
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w6w1 w2 w4

Lithotype probabilities
(DNNA rock type classification)

(brighter colour = higher probability)
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Rock type classification using ML algorithms

- If there is access to enough good well information to train the neural networks, 
lithotypes can be predicted with a higher detail than seismic resolution.

- There is practically no limitation in the number of input attributes, we can use even 
non-elastic attributes, like high resolution similarity

- Scaling is done by the neural net, but an accurate well tie is required.

- There are still physical dependencies necessary between the attributes used for 
prediction and the predicted parameter (like karst and similarity).

- The result of the classification depends on amount and quality of the training data 
(well data). For QC in any case blind tests should be used.

- If there is not enough well information, then better use Lithoseismic Classification
(it’s controllable).
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Rock property prediction/mapping (Vshale)

NNI

Neural Network inversion

На качественном уровне выглядит хорошо, но...

Well_1 Well_2 Well_4Well_6

Blind test

Looks good in general, but…
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Well_1 Well_2 Well_3 Well_4

Well log
data

Inversion 
results
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Blind test

High and low values are underpredicted.

Rock property prediction/mapping (Vshale)

Neural Network inversion
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Rock property prediction/mapping (Porosity)

NNI

Neural Network inversion

На качественном уровне выглядит хорошо, но...

Well_1 Well_2 Well_4Well_6

Blind test
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Blind test

35

Better, but still - high and low values are underpredicted.
.

Well_1 Well_2 Well_3 Well_4

Rock property prediction/mapping (Porosity)

Neural Network inversion

Well log
data

Inversion 
results
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Direct NN inversion for rock properties

- If there is enough well information available to train the algorithm, rock properties 
like shaliness, porosity, saturation can be restored from seismic data with a high level 
of detail – even if there are nonlinear relationships between single attributes and 
rock properties.  

- There is practically no limitation in the number of attributes used. This helps to 
restore even complex parameters (like, for instance, porosity in gas - water saturated 
reservoirs).

- If only seismic amplitude related attributes are used (like angle stacks), the depth 
trend is not accounted for. Better results are achieved if (absolute) inversion results 
are used as well.

- Absolute values are predicted with high accuracy in the middle range of a parameter, 
extreme values (to both sides) are underestimated. This problem occurs in all NN 
algorithms we’ve seen so far and needs to be addressed.
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More details, but also more noise. Sharper 
contrasts, better handling of overlapping 
facies. Strong dependency on training data. 

Smoother, but also less details.
Less sharp for overlapping facies. Less data 
dependent (scenario modelling possible).

Comparison
Most probable lithotype

Probabilistic lithotype classification

DNNA rock type classification

w6w1

w2 w4

w6w1

w2 w4
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Comparison of prediction results at well location

Trend is ok, 
but high and low values are underpredicted .

High level of 
detail. 

Only for pairs of 
attributes.
Less detail.

If there is only 
limited well info, 

expected scenarios 
can be modelled.

Easier to QC.

Strongly dependent on quantity and quality of training data. 
Necessity of blind well tests.

“Unlimited” number of training attributes possible.

Well log data (W4) Full stack and 
synthetic trace 
at well location

Bayesian 
lithotype 

classification

DNNA Rock type 
classification

NN inversion for 
porosity

NN inversion for 
shaliness

lo                   hi lo                   hi lo                   hi lo                   hi

Electro
facies
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